Introduction. Suicide has become a serious worldwide epidemic. Early detection of individual suicide risk in population is important for reducing suicide rates. Traditional methods are ineffective in identifying suicide risk in time, suggesting a need for novel techniques. This paper proposes to detect suicide risk on social media using a Chinese suicide dictionary. Methods. To build the Chinese suicide dictionary, eight researchers were recruited to select initial words from 4,653 posts published on Sina Weibo (the largest social media service provider in China) and two Chinese sentiment dictionaries (HowNet and NTUSD). Then, another three researchers were recruited to filter out irrelevant words. Finally, remaining words were further expanded using a corpus-based method. After building the Chinese suicide dictionary, we tested its performance in identifying suicide risk on Weibo. First, we made a comparison of the performance in both detecting suicidal expression in Weibo posts and evaluating individual levels of suicide risk between the dictionary-based identifications and the expert ratings. Second, to differentiate between individuals with high and non-high scores on self-rating measure of suicide risk (Suicidal Possibility Scale, SPS), we built Support Vector Machines (SVM) models on the Chinese suicide dictionary and the Simplified Chinese Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (SCLIWC) program, respectively. After that, we made a comparison of the classification performance between two types of SVM models. Results and Discussion. Dictionary-based identifications were significantly correlated with expert ratings in terms of both detecting suicidal expression (r = 0.507) and evaluating individual suicide risk (r = 0.455). For the differentiation between individuals with high and non-high scores on SPS, the Chinese suicide dictionary (t1: F 1 = 0.48; t2: F 1 = 0.56) produced a more accurate identification than SCLIWC (t1: F 1 = 0.41; t2: F 1 = 0.48) on different observation windows. Conclusions. This paper confirms that, using social media, it is possible to implement real-time monitoring individual suicide risk in population. Results of this study may be useful to improve Chinese suicide prevention programs and may be insightful for other countries.
INTRODUCTION
Currently, suicide has been recognized as one of the most serious public health issue worldwide. According to World Health Organization, from 2000 to 2012, over 800,000 people in the world and 7.8 per 100,000 people in China died by suicide each year. Especially for people aged between 15 and 29 years, suicide is one of the leading causes of death (World Health Organization, 2014) .
Early detection of suicide risk provides the basis for early intervention programs, which can be effective in preventing suicide deaths. However, in real life, suicidal people are not motivated to disclose their thoughts or plans before an attempt (World Health Organization, 2014) , which requires to identify individuals at risk of suicide efficiently among populations. More importantly, individual suicide risk is associated with several risk factors (e.g., marital status and severity of depression), which do change over time (Brown et al., 2000; Roškar et al., 2011) . Therefore, it is very important to identify suicide risk not only effectively but also timely.
Traditional methods (e.g., self-report ratings, structured interview, and clinical judgment) cannot identify individual suicide risk in real-time, which may lead to delayed reporting (McCarthy, 2010) . For instance, for Web-based Injury Statistics Query and Reporting System (WISQARS) of Centers of Disease Control and Prevention in the United States (http://www.cdc.gov/injury/wisqars/index.html), the suicide data report delays almost 3 years.
The emergence of social media may shed light on this direction. Firstly, social media has a large user population. In China, the most popular Chinese microblogging service provider, Sina Weibo (weibo.com) has over 500 million registered users, producing more than 100 million microblogs per day. Particularly, there is a huge overlap between social media users and those with higher suicide risk. In China, 68% of Weibo users between 10 and 30 years in age (China Internet Network Information Center, 2014) , which covers people with higher suicide risk (15-29 years) (World Health Organization, 2014) . It suggests that social media may help us target a subset of the right people. Secondly, social media data is publicly available. All posts can be collected and processed in real time. Thirdly, social media data is informative. Social media users are motivated to discuss their health conditions online (Park, Cha & Cha, 2012; Prieto et al., 2014) and some individuals even have used social media to disclose their suicide thoughts and plans (Murano, 2014) . In view of these advantages, it inspires us to identify individual suicide risk through social media analysis.
The words that people use provide important psychological cues to their mental health status (Rude, Gortner & Pennebaker, 2004; Jarrold et al., 2011) . Many studies have found meaningful relationships between suicide risk and linguistic patterns in social media posts (McCarthy, 2010; Sueki, 2015) , which suggests that linguistic features acquired from social media data can be used as indicators for identifying suicide risk. It means that an efficient detection of suicidal expression in social media posts is crucial to the identification of individuals with suicide risk among populations. Recently, some studies have built computational models for predicting suicide risk based on patterns of word use in social media posts (Paul & Dredze, 2014; O'Dea et al., 2015) , which performed fairly well. However, since those words were selected based on expert knowledge, without a systematic framework, they are somehow limited and difficult to be expanded for improving the performance of computational models. Dictionary-based methods can be used to address this issue. Pestian et al. (2012) run a sentiment analysis on suicide notes using the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) program (Pennebaker et al., 2007) . Li et al. (2014a) used the Chinese Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (CLIWC) program to conduct a case study on a suicidal user and analyzed all his blogs within one year before his suicide death. Huang et al. (2014) examined 53 suicidal users and explored linguistic features in their social media posts using a Chinese sentiment dictionary (HowNet). However, although previous studies confirm the validity of the dictionary-based method, dictionaries used in those studies are general-purpose programs for psycholinguistic analysis, which might be limited in detecting individual suicide risk more accurately. A dictionary is yet to be built for a particular purpose of identifying individual suicide risk on social media.
This study aims to build a Chinese suicide dictionary and test its performance in identifying individual suicide risk on social media.
METHOD
Our work consists of two steps: (1) Building the Chinese suicide dictionary and (2) Testing the performance of the Chinese suicide dictionary. Methods and procedures of this study have been approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences (the protocol number: H09036 and H15009).
Building the Chinese suicide dictionary
The Chinese suicide dictionary was built on Weibo using a four-step procedure: (1) Collecting Weibo posts; (2) Selecting initial words; (3) Filtering out irrelevant words; and (4) Expanding remaining words (see Fig. 1 ). 1. Collecting Weibo posts. To create a suicide dictionary, we need to find those Weibo users at risk of suicide and then examine the suicidal expression in their Weibo posts. To find out those Weibo users at risk of suicide, we contacted with Weibo user ( 逝者如斯夫 dead), who is famous for collecting relevant news reports and expressing his condolence on the death of those suicidal Weibo users. He provided us with a list of suicidal Weibo users. We confirmed the list by checking relevant news reports and looking through comments left on those suicidal Weibo accounts. Then, we conducted a further scrutiny of those confirmed users to exclude the following: (a) users who are not Chinese citizens (excluding one user); (b) users who update posts for business purposes (excluding two users); (c) users who updated less than 20 posts (excluding one user). Finally, we got a total of 31 suicidal Weibo users (12 males and 19 females) and downloaded their Weibo posts since registration.
Because a small number of suicidal users can be limited in exploring suicidal expression, we further randomly selected 1,000 regular users (368 men, 632 women, and 23.65 ± 5.935 years old) for examining their expression. All expanded users were selected from a customized Weibo database composed of 1.06 million active Weibo users (Li et al., 2014b) . For each expanded user, we downloaded his/her three latest Weibo posts.
Finally, we acquired a total of 4,653 Weibo posts, including 1,653 Weibo posts from 31 suicidal users and 3,000 Weibo posts (1,000 × 3 = 3,000) from 1,000 expanded users. 2. Selecting initial words. Eight researchers (postgraduate students specializing in suicide research) were recruited to select Weibo posts with suicide risk using a framework of Rudd's 12 warning signs for suicide risk (Rudd et al., 2006) . After a training session, 50 in 4,653 Weibo posts were randomly selected and coded by eight coders independently with a good inter-coder reliability (α = 0.819). Then, the eight researchers were divided equally into two groups. Each one group coded one half of all Weibo posts and selected Weibo posts with suicide risk. In addition, each group was also instructed to pick up any word indicating suicide risk from those selected Weibo posts. Both the selection of suicidal Weibo posts and suicidal words were confirmed with an agreement of at least three coders in one group.
Moreover, because people at risk of suicide express negative emotions frequently (Li et al., 2012; Pestian et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014a) , the same eight researchers were further instructed to select suicidal words from two Chinese sentiment dictionaries, HowNet (www.keenage.com) and NTUSD (Ku & Chen, 2007) , using the same method.
Finally, we got a total of 7,908 initial words and then estimated the frequency of each word in the customized Weibo database for further analysis.
3. Filtering out irrelevant words. After collecting 7,908 initial words, we filtered out irrelevant words and categorized remaining words. To do so, another three researchers, who were also postgraduate students specializing in suicide research, were recruited to tune up the initial words. After a training session, they were instructed to filter out any word as follows: (a) words that change their meanings in different contexts (e.g., individuals suffering from discrimination might express their negative emotions using a word "unfair," which can be recognized as a warning sign for suicide risk; while, the witness might express their sympathy using the same word, which cannot be recognized as a sign anymore); (b) words that are less sensitive to detect suicide risk; (c) words that appear in the customized Weibo database with a low frequency. If two of three coders agree to filter out one word, it would be eliminated. Upon a scrutiny of words, 1,862 words were kept in a preliminary suicide dictionary. Then, the same three researchers were further required to give weights to those remaining words, ranging from 1 (light) to 3 (heavy). Words with heavier weights are thought to be more sensitive to detect suicide risk. The weights of words were confirmed with an agreement of at least two coders. Among 1,862 words, 990 words were weighted as 1; 505 were weighted as 2; and 367 were weighted as 3.
After that, based on previous studies examining suicidal factors and suicidal themes (Phillips et al., 2002; Brezo, Paris & Turecki, 2006; World Health Organization, 2014; Jashinsky et al., 2014) , we analyzed 1,862 words inductively, and developed an initial framework for categorizing those words. Then, the same three experts provided feedback on the framework, and a final framework was constructed (see Table 1 ). Using the framework, the three experts classified 1,862 words into 13 different categories with an agreement of at least two coders. 4. Expanding remaining words. Because of a frequent use of new words and phrases on social media, to improve the performance of a suicide dictionary in detecting innovative suicidal expression, we need to expand the suicide dictionary at all time. In this study, we developed a corpus-based method for expanding words automatically. Specifically, the suicide dictionary can be defined as a set of words (W)
where w refers to each word in the suicide dictionary with its category (c) and weight (x). For each word (w), we search a corpus (C) for similar words (W w ) based on semantic similarity (F). The search process can be defined as
The semantic similarity between different words is estimated by word2vec, an opensource tool for computing vector representations of words (http://code.google.com/ p/word2vec/). The performance of word2vec has been confirmed in previous studies (Mikolov et al., 2013) .
We randomly selected Weibo posts with a capacity of 200 GB from a customized Weibo database (Li et al., 2014b) as the corpus and utilized Chinese Language Technology Li & Liu, 2010) for word segmentation. Using the word2vec, we searched the corpus for similar words. In this study, for each word, we only selected its four most similar words, which share the same category and weight. Further, the same three researchers were also instructed to filter out irrelevant expanded words using the same criteria as mentioned in the section of "Filtering out irrelevant words." If two of three coders agree to filter out one word, it would be eliminated. Therefore, we got a total of 306 expanded words. Both the category and the weight of expanded words might be tuned up by these three researchers with an agreement of at least two coders.
Finally, the suicide dictionary is composed of 2,168 words (1,862 + 306 = 2,168), which fit into 13 different categories.
Testing the Chinese suicide dictionary
After building the Chinese suicide dictionary, we tested its performance in identifying suicide risk on Weibo.
Participants
We broadcasted participant invitation on Weibo. A total of 1,196 Weibo users agreed to participate in this study. All participants were instructed to complete an online questionnaire and allow us to download their Weibo posts. From May 22th to July 13th in 2014, we received a total of 1,040 completed questionnaires. Among them, 252 participants were excluded based on the following criteria: (a) users who were less than 18 years old; (b) users who published less than 100 Weibo posts; (c) users who provided invalid answers on the online questionnaire; (d) users who had multiple user accounts (different accounts share the same IP address). Finally, a total of 788 participants were recognized as valid participants in this study (298 men, 490 women, and 24.23 ± 4.912 years old).
Measurement
Expert ratings were used as one of the two gold standards for evaluating the accuracy of the Chinese suicide dictionary in identifying suicide risk on social media.
Suicidal Possibility Scale (SPS) was used to measure individual levels of suicide risk (Cull & Gill, 1988) , which can be recognized as another gold standard for evaluating the performance of the Chinese suicide dictionary. SPS is an effective screening tool designed to assess suicide risk in adolescents and adults (Gençöz, 2006; Naud & Daigle, 2010) . SPS consists of 36 self-rating items. Participants rated themselves on each item by a 4-point Likert Scale (1 = None or little of the time to 4 = All of the time). We computed the Suicide Probability Score for each participant. High scores indicate high suicide risk. The Chinese version of SPS was used in this study (Liang & Yang, 2010) . The Cronbach's Alphas for the whole-questionnaire was 0.749 in our data. All 788 participants were divided into high risk and non-high (medium to low) risk group based on the distribution of SPS scores (69.35 ± 11.66). In other words, participants from high risk group of SPS scored more than 81.01 (69.35 + 11.66 = 81.01) and participants from non-high risk group of SPS scored less than 81.01.
Data analysis
We tested the performance of the Chinese suicide dictionary at the level of Weibo posts and Weibo users, respectively.
In terms of the analysis at the level of Weibo posts, we tested the performance in (a) detecting suicidal expression in Weibo posts, which can provide the basis for identifying individual suicide risk on social media.
As to the analysis at the level of Weibo users, we tested the performance of the Chinese suicide dictionary in (b) evaluating levels of individual suicide risk. Furthermore, we also tested its performance in (c) differentiating between individuals with high and non-high scores on SPS.
(a) Detecting suicidal expression in Weibo posts. For testing the accuracy in detecting suicidal expression, we compared dictionary-based identifications with expert ratings (Bantum & Owen, 2009) .
We randomly selected users from both high and non-high risk group of SPS. In this study, we selected 30 users from each one group and got a total of 60 users (20 men, 40 women, and 24.43 ± 3.652 years old). The performance in detecting suicidal expression was tested on Weibo posts acquired from such 60 Weibo users. Repeated comparisons were made based on Weibo posts with different observation windows (i.e., 1 week, 1 month and 3 months before starting this study). The selection of observation windows depends on whether there are enough Weibo posts to be analyzed.
Specifically, for expert ratings, we recruited another three researchers specializing in suicide research for rating Weibo posts. All three coders were required to rate how each Weibo post relates to each one of the 13 categories defined in the Chinese suicide dictionary by a 7-point Likert-type scale (1 = Extremely low consistency to 7 = Extremely high consistency). For each Weibo post, the overall rating was acquired by aggregating ratings on each category. Then, the final expert ratings were the average ratings of all three coders. For dictionary-based identifications, both the overall frequency of all dictionary words and the frequency of particular words within each category were estimated by matching the words in each Weibo post automatically.
In psychological studies, to validate a new measuring tool, it needs to test correlations between the new tool and a popular tool measuring the same psychological feature, which is known as convergent validity. If the two measures that theoretically should be related are in fact related, the new tool should be assumed as a valid one. Because the expert-rating method is commonly used to detect suicide risk before (McCarthy, 2010) , in this study, we run correlations between dictionary-based identifications and expert ratings. (b) Evaluating levels of individual suicide risk. For testing the accuracy in evaluating levels of individual suicide risk, we compared dictionary-based identifications with expert ratings.
In this study, we tested the convergent validity by estimating correlations between both the two measures. The performance in evaluating levels of individual suicide risk was tested on the same 60 Weibo users as mentioned in the section (a) (30 users from high risk group of SPS and 30 users from non-high risk group of SPS).
Specifically, for expert ratings, the same three researchers were instructed to evaluate individual levels of suicide risk by reading through all his/her Weibo posts. Each coder was required to rate individual suicide risk by a 7-point Likert-type scale (1 = Extremely low risk to 7 = Extremely high risk). Then, the final expert ratings were the average ratings of all three coders. For dictionary-based identifications, the frequency of dictionary words in each post were counted, and the weight of those dictionary words found in each post were summed up. If the total score of one post is up to three, it is recognized as the one with suicide risk. For each user, the proportion of Weibo posts with suicide risk is considered as his/her levels of suicide risk, which is used to compare with expert ratings. (c) Differentiating between individuals with high and non-high scores on SPS. For testing the accuracy in differentiating between individuals with high and non-high scores on SPS, we built Support Vector Machines (SVM) models (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995) on the Chinese suicide dictionary and the Simplified Chinese Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (SCLIWC) program (Gao et al., 2013) , respectively. The classification accuracy of the SCLIWC models can be recognized as the baseline.
Models were built on all 788 participants who completed SPS successfully, and evaluated on different observation windows (i.e., 1 month and 2 months before conducting SPS test). The selection of observation windows depends on whether there are enough Weibo posts to be analyzed. To build SVM models, we extracted a feature vector (X) from all Weibo posts of each user. Elements (X 1 , X 2 ......X n ) in this feature vector represent the ratio of words in different categories, which are defined by either the Chinese suicide dictionary or the SCLIWC. We compared the classification performance between two types of SVM models on different observation windows. Table 2 presents the test results. With a 1-week observation window, for the estimation of suicidal expression in 13 different categories, 11 of 13 correlation coefficients were significant between dictionary-based identifications and expert ratings, ranging from 0.263 to 0.913. The correlations on both of personality and trauma/hurt were not significant. For the overall estimation of suicidal expression, the correlation coefficient was 0.507 (p < 0.01). These correlations decreased with an increase in length of observation window.
RESULTS

Detection of suicidal expression in Weibo posts
Evaluation of levels of individual suicide risk
Results showed that, for evaluating levels of individual suicide risk, the correlation coefficient between dictionary-based identifications and expert ratings was 0.455 (p < 0.01). Differentiation between individuals with high and non-high scores on SPS Table 3 presents the test results. For the same observation window, the Chinese suicide dictionary (t1: F 1 = 0.48; t2: F 1 = 0.56) performs better than SCLIWC (t1: F 1 = 0.41; t2:
DISCUSSION
This study built a Chinese suicide dictionary for identifying suicide risk on social media and tested its performance on Chinese social media (Sina Weibo). This study confirmed that a real-time monitoring of suicide risk in population can be realized through social media analysis. Firstly, the Chinese suicide dictionary can be used to detect suicidal expression in social media posts. For an overall estimation, a moderate correlation existed between dictionary-based identifications and expert ratings (r = 0.507), suggesting an acceptable level of convergent validity (Rogers, Lewis & Subich, 2002; Posner et al., 2011) . However, correlations were not significant on categories of personality and trauma/hurt. It might be because, for human coders, some aspects of individual personality cannot be estimated easily through social media analysis (Qiu et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014b) , which might lead to a decrease in correlations between dictionary-based identifications and expert ratings. Besides, Holmes et al. (2007) concluded that traumatic experience is tightly associated with negative emotional expressions and feelings of physical pain. It means that words which should be included in the category of trauma/hurt might be actually assigned to other similar categories (e.g., psychache, hopeless, somatic complaints), which leads to a non-significant correlation on trauma/hurt between two different measures. More importantly, with an increase length of observation time, the performance of the suicide dictionary declines. It might be due to the increase number of innovative words and phrases in Weibo posts which have not been included in the suicide dictionary yet. Because the Chinese suicide dictionary itself can be updated automatically, the performance can be improved in the future on any new corpus.
Secondly, based on the accurate detection of suicidal expression in Weibo posts, the Chinese suicide dictionary can be used to evaluate levels of individual suicide risk. A moderate correlation existed between dictionary measures and expert ratings (r = 0.455), suggesting an acceptable level of convergent validity.
Thirdly, apart from evaluating levels of individual suicide risk, the Chinese suicide dictionary also can be used to differentiate between individuals with high and non-high scores on self-rating measure of suicide risk. The Chinese suicide dictionary produces a more accurate estimation than the general-purpose dictionary for psycholinguistic analysis (e.g., SCLIWC). It means that building a dictionary for a particular purpose of identifying suicide risk on social media is worthwhile.
It is important to note the limitations of this study: (a) The sample size is a bit limited. We tested the performance in both detecting suicidal expression and evaluating levels of individual suicide risk on Weibo posts acquired from only 60 participants. Collecting and analyzing posts from a larger number of social media users might further validate the performance of the Chinese suicide dictionary; (b) The Chinese suicide dictionary was built and tested on Sina Weibo. We are not sure whether it will perform well on other Chinese social media platforms; (c) This study excluded low-frequency words in the Chinese suicide dictionary, which might also be sensitive to the variation of suicide risk; (d) The development of the suicide dictionary is based on a closed-vocabulary approach, which might limit findings to preconceived relationships with words or categories (Schwartz et al., 2013) . Extracting a data-driven collection of words might further improve the performance in identifying suicide risk; (e) The Chinese suicide dictionary focuses on the frequency of words in a particular category and does not take contextual factors into account. Changes in elements of surrounding linguistic context may determine the relationship between individual psychological features and patterns of language use (Jarrold et al., 2011) . Future works should not only focus on the frequency of words, but also examine vocabulary words in context; (f) In the Chinese suicide dictionary, the weights of words were assigned by experts. We are not sure whether the automated weight assignment techniques could improve the performance of the Chinese suicide dictionary; (g) The suicide dictionary is built for identifying suicide risk, which cannot predict the suicide action.
However, this study provides an innovative framework to prevent suicide in an effective manner. That is, through social media analysis, we can monitor individual suicide risk and capture those at high risk of suicide. After that, we can deliver intervention programs to those people immediately, which will be beneficial to improve the performance of suicide prevention.
CONCLUSION
This paper built a Chinese suicide dictionary to detect suicide risk on social media. Results indicate that the Chinese suicide dictionary works fairly well in identifying suicide risk at both levels of posts and users. The Chinese suicide dictionary can be used to implement
